Dear Fellow Conservative,

This may come as a shock to you - it did to me when our investigative team discovered it - but did you know the IRS has a labor union?

And not just any union... it's a shadowy group of militant liberals known for their deep-seeded hatred of limited government conservatives like you and me.

This radical left-wing union is hell-bent on destroying the Conservative Movement, and as you're about to see, they'll use any means necessary to achieve this goal.

They got away scot-free with helping Obama steal the 2012 election, and nothing is stopping them from doing it again right now.

That's why I'm counting on you to sign and return the enclosed Bust the IRS Union petition to President Trump, but first let me tell you the shocking details our investigative team discovered that'll show you how dangerous this leftist union is.

Have you ever heard of the National Treasury Employees Union (NTEU)?

No, you probably haven't - and that's by design.

You see, while the NTEU is the largest and fastest growing independent federal labor union in America - they fly under the radar, operating in the dark recesses of Washington where few people even know to look.

This powerful shadow broker extends its tentacles so deep within the IRS that "IRS employees are beholden to the NTEU, as it... affect[s] virtually every aspect of work life," according to Senator Orrin Hatch, who spearheaded the investigation into the IRS targeting scandal.

The NTEU is so entrenched within the IRS, it actually decides which IRS
employees receive coveted office space, cash bonuses, promotions, and even specific cell phones!

And preferential treatment is given to IRS bureaucrats willing to do the union's bidding. An IRS whistleblower exposed the NTEU's pawns within the IRS saying:

It's like Jimmy Hoffa-level of abuse and corruption. They get all the favors, they don't work, they get all the cash bonuses, they get all the promotions.

The NTEU uses its immense clout at the IRS to breed a culture of corruption, waste, and militant liberal activism. As Senator Hatch revealed:

Union influence within the IRS has created an atmosphere of political bias. It is virtually impossible for the IRS to maintain the reality, much less the appearance, of neutrality and fairness to all taxpayers, when a substantial number of IRS employees are members of the highly partisan and left-leaning National Treasury Employees Union.

That's right, IRS employees - who are supposed to be nonpartisan - are completely subservient to a radical liberal union -- a sworn enemy of limited-government conservatives like you and me...

...a group that endorsed both Obama and Hillary for President and funneled millions of dollars directly into the campaign coffers of rabid liberal Democrats.

But don't just take my word for it. This NTEU press release (Nov 7, 2012) speaks volumes:

NTEU supported the re-election of President Obama. NTEU is also pleased that so many of our candidates for Senate seats and our staunchest supporters in the House [all Democrats] won their races...

Federal employees heard our message loud and clear that everything about the lives of the federal workforce is determined by those elected to office. [Emphasis added]

And that's just the beginning...

The NTEU has intentionally eliminated all oversight and accountability at
the IRS, so its corrupt bureaucrats can operate with impunity.

Because of this, IRS employees have become increasingly willing to do questionable, unconstitutional, and even illegal activities to benefit the union, enrich themselves, and advance their liberal ideology.

It's gotten so bad that these corrupt bureaucrats actually believe they are above the law.

They've brazenly stolen nearly $250 million directly from the bank accounts of innocent, hard-working Americans by abusing anti-money laundering laws. And they never give the money back, even after their victims prove complete innocence.

They had no qualms about storming a private healthcare provider's offices and stealing 60 million medical records containing the intimate private information of more than 10 million Americans...

...despite the fact that they had no warrant or cause for the records. These IRS thugs even had the gall to threaten to "rip the servers containing the medical data out of the building if IT personnel would not voluntarily hand them over."

These are not isolated incidents, my friend. Hundreds of IRS employees are caught every year not paying their taxes -- and even more are caught knowingly violating tax laws.

And thanks to the NTEU, almost none of these tax cheats are fired. In fact, a Treasury Department investigation revealed that millions of dollars in bonuses are given to IRS employees caught evading taxes, committing fraud, or other forms of "misconduct".

At the IRS, breaking the law is called "misconduct" and they hand out millions in bonuses for it. All thanks to the NTEU.

Sadly, my friend, that's just the tip of the iceberg.

The NTEU's corrupting influence has turned the IRS into a weapon these radical liberals wield to:

✗ Line their pockets with your taxpayer dollars via unwarranted raises, bonuses, and promotions for IRS employees - which has
helped balloon the NTEU's annual income past $40 million. It's a hideous scheme to funnel your taxpayer dollars to corrupt bureaucrats, liberal union bosses, and left-wing candidates and PACs.

- **Attack conservatives** through targeted tax audits and harassment of outspoken leaders like Dr. Ben Carson, stonewalling the tax-exempt status of nonprofit groups, leaking tax records and personal information to liberal groups and the liberal media, and much more.

- **Steal elections** and ushering as many rabid liberals into Washington as possible using any means necessary to defeat every limited-government conservative they can.

The NTEU's corrupt bureaucrats at the IRS were instrumental in helping Barack Obama steal the 2012 presidential election.

The NTEU labor boss actually met with Obama in the White House the day before the IRS began its targeting of conservative groups...

...an illegal operation that ultimately swung the 2012 election to Obama, according to a study by the American Enterprise Institute.

Was it coincidence or something more sinister?

We may never know for sure because the IRS illegally destroyed all of the evidence to protect whomever ordered the targeting of conservatives.

Regardless, the NTEU created the culture of corruption and militant liberalism that facilitated the targeting, auditing, and harassment of conservatives that ultimately handed Barack Obama his victory in 2012.

And if you believe none of this matters now that Obama is finally gone... **think again!**

*This is bigger than Obama... They're gonna use the IRS against people. They're going to do the same kind of things. They're corrupt!*   - Rush Limbaugh

Thank goodness the IRS was caught red-handed and remained under the
microscope for several years, otherwise they would've helped Hillary Clinton steal the 2016 election as well.

But now that the spotlight from the scandal has faded, the NTEU and its corrupt bureaucrats are already back to business as usual.

Nothing has changed. As I write this to you, the NTEU is gearing up for an all-out attack on conservatives to help Democrats steal control of the U.S. Senate then the White House.

This shadowy group of militant progressives is just as powerful as ever, and they will continue to line their pockets with your taxpayer money, attack conservatives, and steal elections...

...that is, unless you and I stop them.

That's why it's critical you sign and return the enclosed Bust the IRS Union petition to President Trump to END this corruption once-and-for-all.

Our goal is to send 50,000 signed petitions to President Trump urging him to add the IRS to the list of agencies exempt from unionizing, a move that would:

✓ END the culture of corruption at the IRS by restoring accountability and oversight;

✓ STOP the funneling of your taxpayer dollars to corrupt bureaucrats, union bosses, and radical left-wing candidates and PACs;

✓ PREVENT the IRS from ever being used as a weapon to attack conservatives and steal elections; and

✓ DESTROY this shadowy liberal union and eliminate this threat hanging over conservatives.

President Trump doesn't need Congress to take down the NTEU. All he needs to know is that this liberal union is hell bent on helping Democrats steal control of the U.S. Senate and then the White House...
...and he needs to know you have his back in this fight.

So can I count on you to sign your petition today?

There's simply too much at stake right now for you to stick your head in the sand while this radical liberal union uses the IRS to attack conservatives, continue their rogue liberal agenda, funnel money to radical liberal politicians and PACs, and steal elections.

And that's exactly what will happen if you and I don't stop them.

That's why I'm counting on you to sign and return your Bust the IRS Union petition to President Trump today.

And while you have your pen out, I'm hoping you'll also send a gift of $28, $35, $50, $75, $100 or more to help recruit 49,999 more patriotic Americans like you to join this fight.

Or perhaps you understand just how critical this fight is and can do more?

Your generous gift of $250, $500, $1,000, $2,500, $5,000 or more will help run critical advertising campaigns, keep the pressure on high, and build up our war-chest to fight back against the IRS attacks that are sure to follow.

Your gift will also help FreedomWorks Foundation continue its decades-long battle against tax-and-spenders in both parties.

We've proudly fought alongside our fellow patriots for years, and we remain on the front lines fighting for limited government, lower taxes, and economic freedom.

Regardless of the amount, please send whatever you can afford today.

Remember, these corrupt liberal bureaucrats, union bosses, and politicians are hell-bent on destroying the Conservative Movement...

...and they'll stop at nothing to eliminate any and every threat to their insidious schemes.

So please sign your Bust the IRS Union petition and return it today with
whatever gift you can afford.

Your immediate support is crucial if we are going to stop these corrupt liberals from hijacking the U.S. Senate and then the White House.

In freedom,

[Signature]

Adam Brandon
President

P.S. Yes, the IRS has a labor union - a shadowy group of militant liberals known for the deep-seeded hatred of limited government conservatives like you and me.

This radical leftist labor union has created a culture of corruption at the IRS by eliminating all accountability and oversight, which has turned the agency into a weapon liberals wield to attack conservatives, funnel money to radical liberals, and steal elections.

That's why I'm counting on you to sign and return your Bust the IRS Union petition to President Trump, urging him to protect innocent conservatives by ending this corruption once-and-for-all.

And with your petition, please also send a gift of $28, $35, $50, $75, $100 or more to help recruit 49,999 more patriotic Americans like you to join this fight.

Or a generous gift of $250, $500, $1,000, $2,500, $5,000 or more will help run critical advertising campaigns, keep the pressure on high, and build up our war-chest to fight back against the IRS attacks that are sure to follow.

Regardless of the amount, please send whatever you can afford today to STOP this union from hijacking the U.S. Senate and then the White House.